
Proposal for an overview lecture concerning 

“Turkology in progress: New interdisciplinary approaches and Tatarica 

research in Germany” 

 

Topic I: 

Working as a freelance Turkologist in Germany means to be settled in an 

interdisciplinary scientific network on one hand. On the other hand one has to be 

creative concerning new designs and research targets. In the lecture I would like to 

show how Turkology is working in state institutions as well as in NGO´s (with some 

concrete contemporary examples). 

Topic IIa: 

New documents concerning Tatar soldiers and Tatar settlers in Prussia (18./19. 

century) 

Especially the history of ethnic-Tatar soldiers and settlers in Germany is mostly 

unknown to the modern historiographie and other German as well as Western 

European cultural studies in Germany. Only a view number of historians are more or 

less familiar with the history of the Tatars in Prussia. Specifically the „exotic“ look and 

habitus of these Tatars was of main interest. So the researches ignored a great 

number of records and files which were mainly focused on the context of intercultural 

communication processes.  

My lecture will present these sources in context of the plans of Frederic II. to settle 

Tatars and their families in Pomerania in the 1740s. Based on this experience the 

latter king Frederic William II. tried again to establish a Tatar-settlement in New 

Eastern Prussia in the 1790s. The original idea for the last mentioned settlement 

originated from the Tatar Colonnel Janusz Murza Baranowsky, who liked to establish 

a Tatar unit to the Prussian cavalry and to settle the soldiers families too as Prussian 

subjects.  

Topic IIb: 



Adaptation processes of Tatar soldiers and communities in New Eastern Prussia and 

Southern Prussia between Integration, Assimilation and Emancipation  

The Brandenbourg-Prussian Electors looked especially during the 17th century for 

allies in their different conflicts against Sweden and also Poland. Likewise the Tatars 

were well known as good horse breeders and Brandenbourg-Prussia needed 

numerous of horses for the new build cavalry. On the other hand the Tatars were 

also well known as strong soldiers. It was the „Grand Elector“ Frederic William (1640 

– 1688) who started first with forming a trained standing army in Brandenbourg-

Prussia and so he looked around his reign for military capacities.  

Based on this, numerous Tatars served in the Prussian army as soldiers, especially 

in the cavalry during the whole 18th century. In 1741 the first Tatar pulk was 

incorporated as Ulans to the 4th Husar Regiment. They stayed just for 2 years. But in 

1744/45 another pulk became part as a „Bosniak-Esacadron“ in the 5th Husar 

Regiment in East Prussia. They were around 75 men, including a imam for the 

Muslim soldiers. This was the birth-hour of the so called „Bosniak-Regiment“, a 

history of transcultural „conviventia“ between Muslim and Christian soldiers for more 

then 50 years. 

Based on this experiences the later Prussian king Frederic William II. was sympathtic 

to the plans of Friedrich Leopold v. Schrötter in 1794. Schrötter saw the possibility to 

settle the Tatar families of the region around Sokółka and Białystok into the new 

Prussian territory after the 3rd division of Poland. This new formed Tatar pulk served 

as an autonomic part of the mentioned Bosniaks. It consisted of 5 Escadrons and 

more then 500 soldiers and their families, full integrated into the Prussian army and 

with the same rights as for the other soldiers. My lecture will show the process of 

integration, assimilation and emancipation of these Polish Lipka-Tatars into the 

Prussian army during the 18th century who formed together with their other 

comrades a unique multicultural, -ethnic and –religious construction. 



   
Tatars of the Prussian and Saxon army,  17.-19. century                    
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